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A Taxonomy of Radiofrequency Jamming and Spoofing Strategies and Criminal Motives

Abstract
This article provides a taxonomy of radiofrequency (RF) jamming and spoofing tactics and strategies associated with specific criminal objectives. This is based on the fact that the motivations and strategies of cyber-attackers - predominantly financial - is well-known, but the motivations behind specific electromagnetic interferences is lacking in the current literature. Previous research has also overlooked the motivations of other actors using jamming and spoofing devices.

The objective is to identify the most desirable spoofing and jamming strategies, likely targets, and likely motivations. The article finds that (a) previous literature on the subject overlooks a number of non-state actor motives, and therefore this research aims to fill this gap in knowledge; (b) out of 8 actors identified, denial of service attacks (7 out of 8), as well as so-called decoy spoofing (6), trojan spoofing (5), and jamming-enabled crime (5) are the most desirable strategies utilized; (c) out of 11 strategies identified, grey and black hat hackers (11 out of 11), terrorists (11) and activists (8), are likely to take advantage of most identified.
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Introduction

Cybercrime and cyberwar have been at the forefront of thinking in terms of understanding likely threat actors, not only against computer-based systems, but also against satellites and radio signals. Distributed denial-of-service attacks, ransomware, and various means of deception and deceit are serious calamities for many different businesses and critical infrastructure managers from cyber-attackers, and their financial and political motivations are well documented. Whilst it is reasonable to be concerned about such threats, the focus on the opportunities for non-state actor crime using more accessible, easy to use, and disruptive technologies that are not cyberweapons or cyber tools, but electronic ones—such as jammers and spoofers—has been limited. Such systems, arguably cheaper and requiring comparatively low skill levels to use, can do as much if not more to affect computer-based cyber-physical systems.

Radio frequency jammers used by non-military actors, costing no more than 50 United States dollars (USD) at the least, can block weak signals emitting from satellites. Jammers will affect the receivers of a global positioning system (GPS)-reliant system depending on those signals—for navigation, tracking, and timing purposes. GPS spoofing devices, by comparison, can also affect a receivers’ ability to receive satellite signals. These contraptions are assembled using off the shelf equipment available to buy online, or, if required, simply downloaded on a smart phone.

Unlike jamming, which blocks signals, spoofing will give a receiver, and a person or system relying on position, velocity, tracking, and timing information from those receivers, false information. Not only have spoofing devices become more accessible, but they have also become more affordable. A spoofing device that has been used to misdirect a ship that cost around 3000 USD in 2013 is now less than 250 USD to construct (in 2018).¹ Not only have these devices proved effective, they are also concealable; more or less the size of a cellphone.² They have also become increasingly easier to use over time after the introduction of the software-define radio, which means civilian users need not be engineers to use them nor comprehend its versatility.³ The easiest are those which have online scripts with instructions about what equipment is needed and how to assemble, as well as those downloadable on cellphones. Even today, at the time of writing, there are numerous websites and repositories giving gamers precise
instructions as to how to spoof their location, and some spoofing apps exceed 10 million downloads.⁴

Whilst there have been cases of state actors affecting civilian users in maritime sectors and in aviation (using military-grade jammers and spoofers), there have also been a considerable number of civilian users of radiofrequency (RF) interference devices.⁵ E.U.-funded STRIKE3, for example, deployed an international Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) interference monitoring network involving 23 countries around the world to understand the scale of the jamming and spoofing problem. 450,000 GNSS interference signals were captured and analysed, of which 73,000 interferences were classified as having a ‘major impact on GNSS,’ and 59,000 of these ‘where identified as jammer signals.’⁶ Overall, in theory, this means that over 10 percent all GNSS interference could be malicious or intentional.⁷ Recent studies have noted continuing trends in the use of jammers, even identifying slight increases in some countries.⁸

For the limited focus on RF interference threats from non-state actors, there has been at least 22 threat vectors identified in the literature. These include privacy seekers, criminal jamming, criminal spoofing, terrorist jamming, and terrorist spoofing.⁹ Missing in the literature is an acute focus on other, specific actors, including gamers, script kiddies; quiet seekers; activists; ethical or grey or black hackers; patriot hackers; corporations; and lone wolves. Literature in the past has thus not delved deeply enough into a variety of specific motivations. Such motivations include: Privacy, counter anti-social behavior, money, espionage, fame or status, damage reputation, entertainment, hacktivism, terrorism, and war, including information war, psychological war, and deception. The threats have evolved in part due to the extended use of location-based services in business, leisure, and critical infrastructures and systems reliant or aided by satellite-based systems which has created new opportunities crimes, from petty to serious.

By understanding the motivations of those targeting radio frequencies, there is a need to expand knowledge in the fields of criminology, political sciences, risk sciences, and engineering of the threat. There is a need to further understand why specific actors are motivated to do target GNSS systems, as indeed, the “threat is generally estimated as the likelihood that a hazard will manifest itself.”¹⁰ Unlike many cyber-attacks such as ransomware, phishing, RF interferences are nuisances.
that have no obvious motives attributable to the actions since it could be caused by natural interferences, or because changes in time, position and velocity do not always immediately lead to physical, psychological or financial harm. To simply put RF interference into the same motivation-based boxes as cyber attackers would overlook the limits and opportunities that jamming and spoofing bring, and the unique targeting logics. Indeed, certain location-based systems would invite specific strategies depending on the goals of the actor, how exposed the systems are, how accessible the target is or how— in some cases— destructible the act may be. Such analyses thus require filtering unlikely targets from the likely targets to ensure proportional countermeasures.11

The article provides a short and basic introduction to the structure of the GPS and why non-state actors might want to target it. It then discusses the methodology used for acquiring and making sense of the data. The literature review identifies which actors are missing from previous threat assessments of RF interference. A taxonomy of spoofing and jamming strategies is listed, followed by a simple threat barometer differentiating between RF interference strategies and actor motivations. The results expand and contextualize those strategies and motives in the remaining sections, with the conclusions and recommendations exploring the significance of the findings.

What is Jamming and Spoofing?

For millennia, adversaries have found creative ways of falsifying data and information to get an upper hand in warfare, something that is often defined as information warfare. In time, weapons and communications systems have incorporated some type of electromagnetic function as a necessity for modernizing in response to enemy offensive and defensive innovations and communications systems. Whilst such updates have improved the efficiency and effectiveness of military systems, it has also opened weaknesses that can be exploited. Indeed, the methods of spoofing and jamming has evolved considerably over time. During WWI, the British and French were using jamming and spoofing to affect the navigation capabilities of German Zeppelins.12 The first specialized electronic warfare units began to appear during WWII.13 After discovering that the Luftwaffe were using specific radiofrequency beams (in what is sometimes referred to as the Battle of the Beams) to determine the position of a target for its aerial bombers during night-time raids, the Royal Air
Force used its own beams to make the bombers believe the Luftwaffe were dropping their bombs on its targets. From WWI to the present Russian invasion of Ukraine, adversaries routinely degrade and block communications. Spoofing can affect the accuracy of smart weapons aided by GPS, degrade use of weaponized or surveillance drones, or simply deny reliable use for simple navigation in urban areas.

States may also purposely jam other countries for intimidation and harassment, or deny an adversaries’ surveillance or eavesdropping or spying capabilities.\(^{14}\) State actors may also use spoofing to bypass international sanctions on certain goods, or disrupt the operations of sanctions monitoring and ceasefire monitoring.\(^{15}\) State militaries may also use spoofing to enable capture of goods for hostage diplomacy, as seen in Iran’s seizure of the *Stena Impero*.\(^ {16}\) Several states will use spoofing techniques to harass their own citizens by means of gathering intelligence about the whereabouts of individuals of interest.\(^ {17}\)

While there have been recorded cases of civilians targeting radiofrequencies in the 20\(^{th}\) century, and recently a lot of focus drawn on Russian, Iranian, Chinese and North Korean sanctions evasions using spoofing, the motivations of civilian actors has not been adequately analyzed, particularly in the context of GPS ubiquity.\(^ {18}\) After GPS opened to civilian users in the early 1990s, leading subsequently to greater reliance on the timing, position and velocity information provided, spoofing and jamming has evolved in the civilian domain. Timing is critical to the GPS, as without it, it would be impossible to derive one’s position, velocity, and accurate transaction of information. Using atomic clocks, precise time stamps are delivered from satellite signals to receivers, which in turn calculates its position based on latitude, longitude, and altitude, from four satellites (out of 30+) in space.\(^ {19}\) Affecting the timing with jamming and spoofing is simply all that is needed to affect critical functions of cyber-physical systems for which societies increasingly depend.

The consequences of intentional RF interference can vary depending on the vulnerabilities of the target system and the capabilities of the threat actor. As per the examples, one could understand why militaries would want to jam enemy communications; the motives of non-state actors, however, are limited to targeting civilian systems in the so-called user segment, which consists mostly of civilian systems reliant on the open GPS codes (not the exclusive, encrypted military codes).
Methodology

The study involved a meta-data analysis to understand the scope and activity in the electromagnetic domain, specifically the radio spectrum, on GPS-aided and GPS-dependent cyber-physical systems. It involved a qualitative analysis into academic research mostly from the engineering domain, as well as government-initiated projects, non-governmental organizations, media reports, and secondary data from these sources. Embracing a grounded theory approach, the data collected was defined into separate categories relating to the means-ends goals and tactics of different types of non-state actors, motivations, and targeting choices. The outcome of the approach has led to the development of a taxonomy of spoofing and jamming strategies and tactics. Such strategies have not received a comprehensive overview before (or are of variations of the same tactics described differently in separate papers and reports).

Findings

Taxonomy of Jamming and Spoofing Strategies and Tactics

Below this section presents several petty and serious spoofing and jamming strategies. Some tactics could be distinguished into two types, as means to end attacks, for example attacks against the spectrum that complement physical crimes. Others are ends in themselves, where the interference itself achieves the desired criminal ends. Some of the tactics enable physical crimes, otherwise understood as jamming- or spoofing-enabled crimes:

- **Wolf in Sheep’s Clothing** can trick unsuspecting users that another vehicle or another person is safe by mimicry and duping, otherwise defined as defensive or offensive mimicry. Pirates using false identification data to enable hijackings of container ships is one example of this tactic.20
- **Ghost Routing** is similar to Ghost Spoofing, a spoofing strategy intended to deceive a driver, for example, to follow the direction of a spoofed route. Such strategies can complement kidnap attempts but would require high sophistication and motivation.21
- **Following Crooked Paths** and **Correcting Crooked Paths** can also mislead a GPS user or system using GPS or ground-based navigation beacons to correct or follow a false velocity reading or direction, thus making the target go in the wrong
direction. A test undertaken by the University of Texas at Austin found, for example, that inducing a false trajectory reading into a yacht can lead a pilot or captain to correct a crooked trajectory, when in fact they are leading a vehicle in the wrong direction. Similar issues have been identified when spoofing the Instrument Landing System used for landing aircraft.

- **Trojan Spoofing** allows vehicles to enter restricted (geofenced) areas by making the vehicle believe—based on false position information—it is in a location which it presently is not, thus overcoming the area restrictions. Trojan spoofing can also digitally displace devices, like mobile phones, to overcome area restrictions. Researchers have shown, for example, that a spoofed drone can encroach geofenced no-drone zones.

- **Exposure Spoofing**, on the contrary, is the reverse of trojan spoofing, but is used to, for example, intentionally expose the victim to risks by putting users in geographically defined areas that would trigger an automatic system to adjust itself to its (false) surroundings, or fool a driver or pilot to believe they are in safe passage. An Israeli company Regulus, for example, spoofed a Tesla 3 vehicle in 2019, demonstrating that the height of the vehicle could change to suit the terrain and adjust according to the required aerodynamics.

- **Decoy Jamming and Spoofing** is deceiving the location information of a user as a means of distracting attention away from another nefarious operation. Police, border patrol may follow GPS coordinates to find perpetrators but could in fact be deceived. Prior to the HMS Defenders’ voyage through Russian-controlled Ukrainian waters in 2021, exercising its right to ‘innocent passage […] in accordance with international law,’ this prompted an aggressive response from the Russian Airforce and Navy. Among many hypotheses, the British, American, Dutch, and Swedish Navy ships may have spoofed their Automatic Identification Systems (AIS) to Russian-controlled waters as a ‘feint’ to test what reaction it would spark. Reports of other suspicious AIS manipulations include illegal fishing, environmental violations, and sanctions evasions.

- **Shame Spoofing** is spoofing an adversary or commercial competitor to draw attention to their vulnerabilities and security failures and procedures, causing reputational
damage or worse. It can give businesses a competitive advantage by demonstrating the inadequacies of others’ security controls or systems. There has been many media stories of bloggers, white-hat hackers and scientists targeting surface vehicles to draw attention to their vulnerabilities. Examples include a 2014 model Jeep Cherokee, a Build Your Dreams vehicle, and Tesla, among others.31

- **Back-Seat Driver** is the attacker taking control of a vehicle that they are already in, as opposed to doing it from a distance, thus overcoming specific security controls and geographical inhibitors. This is because many experiments on manned and semi-autonomous systems have been done within the vehicle or in controlled conditions favorable to the back-seat driver attacker.32

- **Denial of Service** (DoS) degrades and denies confident use of GPS and other navigation beacons, and potentially destroys the victim’s receivers with strong, overpowering signals. Such attacks can be achieved using cheap jamming devices to enable physical crimes, or with specialized ones attainable via black markets or stealing or misuse from licensed users.33 In July 2014, according to the National Insurance Crime Bureau in the United States, auto thieves reportedly placed GPS jammers inside over 40 shipping containers destined to arrive in China.34 Thieves have been known also to jam vehicles to prevent prosecutors using tracking evidence that could lead to prosecutions.35

- **Momentary Spoofing** is the spoofing or jamming of a vehicle during a critical time of its maneuverability—whether it is approaching a runway or passing other ships, for example. The University of Nottingham and Royal Norwegian Naval Academy found in its research that momentary jamming of ships for up to 10 seconds could lead to dangerous situations, especially in narrow straits. The jamming ‘gave false readings in the on-board navigation system with positional data moving more than 10 meters.’36

**GPS Jamming and Spoofing Threat Matrix**

After defining spoofing and jamming strategies from various sources, the following non-state actors displayed in Table 1 are considered likely users of these strategies. For ease of reading, many of the sources in the endnotes provide evidence and elaboration on the connections made.
Table 1. Jamming and Spoofing Actors and Associated Tactics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Gamers</th>
<th>Privacy Seekers</th>
<th>Quiet seekers</th>
<th>Grey / Black hats</th>
<th>Activists</th>
<th>Financial criminal</th>
<th>Businesses</th>
<th>Terrorists</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DoS</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decoys</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamming / spoofing-assisted crime</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shame</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crooked paths</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolf in sheep’s clothing</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghost routing</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backseat driver</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Momentary</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. The researcher reviewed all literature in this table. The endnotes contain only sources cited in the text. Source: Author.

Explanation of the results

*Gamers or Script Kiddies*

Gamers and script kiddies may follow online instructions or download ready-developed codes or apps to bypass location restrictions for video games.37 Drone enthusiasts will also use online codes and manuals to enter geofenced no-drone zones.38 Since the gaming market is so dynamic, demand for cheat codes can surge unexpectedly, and even lead to new market innovations. Script kiddies may also try to overcome other geofences—virtual zones which might restrict drone access or slow down e-scooters—for entertainment, curiosity, and mild forms of protest.39

Overall, their intentions are usually neither financially nor criminally motivated, but entertainment reasons as the primary motivator. The risk of capture is relatively low, although anti-spoofing algorithms can pick up suspect location jumping for some games and give temporary bans to gamers. Some gamers may go to some lengths to overcome the anti-spoofing algorithms, following other online instructions.40
Privacy Seekers

Privacy seekers seek privacy from non-consensual, unwanted (untrustworthy or abusive partners, police etc.) and compulsory tracking (work management, Covid contagion). Privacy seekers most likely use low cost and low power jammers as well as spoofing apps similar to those used by script kiddies, if they want to mislead the tracker about their whereabouts. Regarding the latter point, Gig workers may use spoofing apps as a way of resisting or mitigating demanding algorithmic timestamps on deliveries, or who feel unsafe meeting deadlines to deliver goods on time. Such spoofing apps can be detected. For those using jammers, the risk of punishment has increased in recent years, due to greater awareness of RF interference sources and devices, the distribution of jamming detectors, and even the use of portable detectors in some countries. While the user might try to use a jammer with a limited radius, it can indiscriminately affect other users up to and beyond 9km in some locations.

Privacy seekers may also use jamming systems to avoid eavesdropping. In the legitimate, licensed use of jammers, they have uses for private diplomatic, government, and military meetings, and to protect certain individuals or properties from journalists or paparazzi, for example. Unlicensed users replicate such motives.

It is possible to foresee a subculture that rebels against new technologies and societal changes that challenges rights to privacy. For example, drone deliveries may be subject to interference from privacy seekers. Minority groups and individuals or groups of certain dispositions may seek privacy from government spying, or from those deemed a threat to that minority or subculture. Minorities such as homosexuals have been tracked and subsequently punished in countries that outlaws their sexuality.

Quiet Seekers

Quiet seekers usually use low cost or low power jammers of many varieties, including ones advertised as cell phone or Wi-Fi jammers, in response to what quiet seekers deem to be anti-social behavior. In some circumstances, there is greater impetus to be directional or discriminatory than privacy seekers. Targets might include people talking on the phone on public transport, in theatres, cinemas, or in religious institutions. The quiet seeker may be indiscriminately
denying other bystanders who are not being anti-social. The motivation to use a jammer for such purposes would be due to the perceived risks or problems of confrontation with the babbler, or a group of babblers.

Quiet seekers may target non-human things to satisfy their desires. Like privacy seekers, quiet seekers may conceivably use RF interference against GNSS-aided systems that make a noise, such as commercial or private drones. In a similar niche market, there are low-cost and easy-to-install ultrasonic repellent devices to deter noisy children, teens, pets, and other animals from property.47 Though not jammers, such systems emit certain frequencies that affect unfortunate ears.

Grey Hats and Black Hats

Ethical hackers will use legitimate or illegitimate means to identify security flaws in systems for the purpose of exposing those weaknesses for the public good, broadly defined. This might be contractual work, or, most closely under the term grey hat, done without permission for publicity and financial reasons, offering services that will help rectify the problems identified.48 Black hats, by comparison, are often considered malicious actors seeking personal gains (see criminal jamming and spoofing). Grey and Black hats may do such deeds under a pseudonym to avoid punishment.49

Grey and black hats usually have good-advanced technical skills, with relatively low risk of punishment (given that they usually operate in a grey legal area), and potentially high financial and reputational rewards. Some hackers are more transparent about their capabilities than others—delivering online and in-person presentations and demonstrations at yearly conferences.50 Some hacker conventions and testing arenas come with prizes.51 Depending on the intention, the equipment hackers use may be either targeted or indiscriminate. Targets that might attract high publicity—such as safety or security-critical systems—or targets that may be inclined to pay for repair, are particularly vulnerable. Recent spoofing events have happened during expeditions, demonstrations (to increase the damage and embarrassment to a company), and hacking events (shame spoofing).52 Further hardening measures may lead to further grey or black hat hacks for testing.

Notwithstanding, jamming and spoofing only provide limited options for grey and black hats. Other cyber tools will probably provide much
more variety of targets and rewards. In this context, whilst spoofing would score high points within subcultural circles, jamming may be considered too easy to be called a serious hacker operation, probably without the reward of recognition or money. All told, easy targets that could provide headline-grabbing consequences. What if a popular and widely used drone crashes due to the actions of an (anonymous) grey hat using online spoofing codes, or worse - a low-cost, easily accessible pocket jammer?

**Activists**

Not a lot of data is available on how activists have used RF interference, therefore much of this analysis is hypothetical. Activists may use jamming or spoofing with no violent intentions to complement and amplify political objectives, using RF interference to enable physical forms of protest, or deny service to those deemed counter to their political interests. If their political or religious motivations are extreme, activists may use jamming and spoofing for intimidation or harassment, for instance religious vigilantism, pro-life (anti-abortion) activism, or extreme forms of animal rights activism. Their skill levels are mixed, and the element of self-sacrifice is usually high. Activists and hacktivists may have special access as insiders, and thus may be well-organized and assisted. Many activists and hacktivists may want to avoid being labelled terrorists, so might be careful about what targets to select—in other words, ones that avoid putting people in physical danger.

**Financial Criminal Jamming and Spoofing**

Whilst previous literature has acknowledged the role of jamming and spoofing to complement financial criminal motives, there is a need for expansion of elaboration. Financially motivated criminals use RF interference to enable theft of tracked goods, defraud taxi or ride-hailing companies and customers, to enter restricted areas, avoid toll payment, prevent eavesdropping, avoid insurance-related tracking in cars, and avert tracking and location finding for first responders. Motivations and capabilities vary considerably. It could be difficult to prove what a criminals’ intentions are if caught with a jammer or computer equipment. In some countries, possession is not illegal, and evidence of use is difficult to verify (but is increasingly getting easier to verify.) Organized criminals will likely invest in more quality-assured jammers and spoofers. Organized criminal gangs may seek specialist
assistance to identify the specific vulnerabilities of the systems they wish to target. Like cyber-criminals, jamming and spoofing helps some criminals avoid physical or geographical obstacles, albeit to a lesser degree than cybercrime.

In some parts of the world the jammer or spoofer might be a more favorable instrument than the proverbial crowbar or lockpick, due to higher tracking and surveillance practices, or because of specific favorable and facilitating conditions, for example, in areas where bribery is expected, pirated waters, or where ransoms are usually paid with limited effort, or even where corrupt government or police have a stake in the crimes committed.

**Corporations or Businesses**

Many businesses routinely hire white and grey hackers to identify vulnerabilities in their own systems, but they may hire black hats to target rivals to damage their reputation or seek to make profits by other nefarious means. To avoid severe punishment, businesses might hire cyber mercenaries with no direct connection to the company on a need-to-know basis to operate on their behalf. The rewards could be significant in highly competitive markets, but the punishment would be severe if caught and attributed to the company. For these reasons, some businesses may operate in the ‘semi-legal’ area that might disincentivize the victim to take legal action. Therefore, attacks will likely be discriminatory, difficult to detect, and carried out by specialists and adequate equipment. Businesses, like privacy seekers, may also use jammers legitimately or illegitimately to avoid eavesdropping and drone surveillance.

Some unscrupulous businesses, or individuals within those businesses, might use spoofing to overcome location-restrictive protection measures, for example by spoofing AIS to access restricted fishing grounds, or to bypass sanctions (flag hopping) and protected areas (for raw materials).\(^{57}\) Some legitimate businesses such as prisons restrict workers or visitors from using cell phones (similar to quiet seekers). It has been documented that unscrupulous actors have used spoofing to locate persons of interest for financial gains, for example lawyers targeting potential clients via spoofed geofences.\(^ {58}\)
Terrorist Jamming and Spoofing

Terrorists may use jamming or spoofing in a variety of ways to coerce governments, generate fear in society, and draw media and public attention to extreme political, ideological, or religious goals, with ‘impact’ and media exposure as the essence of many of their operations. The tactics, targets, and broader objectives, of course, depend on factors such as ideology, dynamics of the struggle, targeting logic, the targets’ likely countermeasures, and many other factors. Some targets are, under the acronym EVIL DONE, ‘Exposed,’ ‘Occupied’ and ‘Destructible,’ including both GPS-dependent or GPS-aided systems, such as drones, aircraft, ships, and individual users.

As well as enabling aversion from surveillance, it can be hypothesized that jamming and spoofing can act as force-multipliers by enabling more extreme modes of violence via cyber-physical attacks and cyber-enabled stealing, hijacking, or kidnap. Due to the ease-of-use of jammers and spoofers by comparison to other cyber or electronic means, it is especially attractive to such actors with limited technical expertise, and could even be construed as technologically advanced by outside lay observers (certainly for spoofing). Some GPS users are more vulnerable than others, for example those with outdated receivers, relying on a single signal, in situations where redundancy or complementary navigation cues are not available, in black swan situations, and those generally ignorant of the threat.

Mass casualty attacks via unsophisticated or semi-sophisticated spoofing and jamming are unlikely to succeed, but possible in some situations. Traditional targets such as aircraft could generate significant media attention, sympathy, and support, even if the impact is minimal. It is nevertheless hard to attribute success to the action without prior published intentions or livestreaming (high-value targets such as passenger planes are usually hardened targets).

Terrorists, like financial criminals, will likely use jamming and spoofing to an end, not an end itself. An example might be enabling hijacking of a large vehicle (say, with chemicals), or denying first responders navigational and communication abilities in the event of a mass casualty attack. In such cases, the chances of success are heightened, rewards high, and risk of capture is lessened.
Terrorists are more likely to succeed when targeting civilian systems since they do not have the robust protections that military receivers have. Groups assisted by state actors could, and likely have, targeted military systems. Other terrorist intentions might include using trojan spoofing to overcome drone defenses to attack critical infrastructure targets. Terrorists, like pirates, may use spoofing to misdirect ships for seizure, or even misdirect persons of interest if highly motivated.

Conclusion

The article has primarily focused on what motivates non-state actors to use jamming and spoofing to enable them to meet their goals, and what strategies they might utilize. The findings show that not only should equal consideration of the vulnerabilities of the radio spectrum correspond with many cyber vulnerabilities, but societies’ increasing reliance on location-based services diversifies the vulnerabilities and threats in many ways.

There are some limitations to the research. For example, other performance metrics, such as the sophistication of the actor and the sophistication of equipment required for certain tactics, could provide a more detailed comparison. Such questions require further expansion. Furthermore, there are other non-state actors that would be able and willing to deploy certain tactics against civilian systems that have not been explored. Patriot hackers might undertake RF interference unofficially and autonomously on behalf of the state, its ideology, and its struggles with other states. During Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, a huge rise in vigilante hacking targeting Russia was something not predicted by most analysts. Whilst most of these attacks took place in the cyber realm, such actors could theoretically target systems and critical infrastructure reliant on the electromagnetic spectrum. Self-radicalized lone wolves similarly might amplify the goals of a certain group, representing but essentially acting independent from those groups. These actors could have insider access, stationed abroad in the location of the desired target.

Overall, regardless of the limitations, whilst most minds focus on Russia’s unprovoked invasion of Ukraine (and the electronic warfare activities there), there is a plethora of civilian uses for jamming and spoofing that are both criminally and geographically diverse. The greater reliance on location-based services will lead to different actors
with different motivations and tactics in the near future, and thus requires careful monitoring.
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